
                 
 
7th & 8th Grade Friday Letter 
3/3/17 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

★ Congratulations to our ACADEMIC ALL STARS of the week for their leadership 
both academically and socially: 

■  Anna Tsurkan- 6th Grade 
■  Linus Toernquist- 6th Grade  

★ The 7th Grade is off camping and will be on a field trip next Monday and 
Wednesday.  We will be taking a bus to the environmental film festival in San 
Rafael. 

 
Science 
7th Grade and 8th Grade: Scenario for our newest project:  
Students continued with the Mars / Earth Project this week.  Since the 7th 
grade was gone for most of the week, the 8th grade has begun working on 
their project which is making trebuchets and catapults.  They will be 
competing against each other and judged on distance and accuracy. 

 



 

 
English Language Arts 
     7th Grade: After returning from their camping trip, 7th grade will 
continue to read their book of choice.  Their homework for this unit will be 
to read at least one half hour per night. In class we will continue on with our 
unit (The Art of Argument). In this unit students learn to write essays that 
build convincing, nuanced arguments, balancing evidence and analysis to 
persuade readers to shift their beliefs or take action. 
 
     8th Grade: This week students decided on the book to read for this unit. 
Students will base their writing off of this read. Students will write 
arguments and counterarguments about themes in texts, supporting their 
positions with details of plot, character and author’s craft. 
 
 
Social Studies 
 
Please make sure all textbooks return to school.  We still have 
missing textbooks. 

 
7th Grade:  We learned about the warrior class of Medieval 
Japan, the Samurai.  These highly educated warriors were the 
main source of control for the daimyos and occasional 
Shogun.  When we come back from the break, we will learn 
more about how this system of Japanese feudalism mirrors 
and differed from European feudalism. 
 



8th Grade :  This week we have begun highlighting the social, 
political, and economic differences of the North and South just 
prior to the Civil War, and how these differences affected the 
outcome of the war.  We also watched a short documentary 
about the new technology -- railroads, minie ball, and cutting 
edge medical practices -- used in the Civil War. 

 
 
MATHEMATICS 
 
7th grade: 
Word problems. 
For many that is a statement that immediately brings up bad memories. This 
week, we began the process of working through and systematizing an approach 
that can help solve word problems: the 5D approach (describe, define, do, decide, 
declare). We end the week on finding the length of the Robin Williams Tunnel 
(also known as the rainbow tunnel) starting with only two bits of information: I 
was going 50 miles per hour, and I got through the tunnel in 13.2 seconds.3 
 
 
 
8th grade: 
Eighth graders used graphing as a tool to make predictions.  First by playing 
basketball or tossing ping pong balls in a cup (during the rain), and recording 
information. We also examined part of a video of the world record for free 
throws in one minute, and were able to graph the given information and expand 
to estimate the world record almost exactly. We will be finishing up the unit 
early next week. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 


